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Abstract
China’s forensic reform in 2005 has made positive progress on the forensic system in many aspects. Apart from abolishing forensic sectors in courts, increasing such sectors funded by social
bodies and improving the quality of forensic examination, there has been significant progress on
infrastructure and equipment construction in practice. With investments from Party committees
or governments, forensic agencies including those inside police and supported by social sectors
have achieved desirable results in developing their capacity building in recent years. Nonetheless,
the independence of forensic sectors that the 2005 reform did attempt to improve appears not to
change much the situation of investigative bodies conducting forensic examination. In fact, the police control forensic work after investigation so as not to ensure impartiality of forensic results
made by police forensic experts. Thus, China need to create independent scientific institutions for
forensic research, analyses and free casework in future reform, in order to build support for an
overhaul of forensic science. Regardless in a broad or narrow sense, meanwhile, the “independent”
nature of forensic institutes never requires abolition of those inside police. But their independence from the three institutions including police is still at the core of further forensic science
reform in China.
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1. Introduction
In order to build support for an overhaul of China’s forensic science, the centerpiece of the government’s reform
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strategy is to create a series of independent scientific institutions that provide forensic analyses for police, prosecutors and defense lawyers alike. The reformists face a tough task, however, in convincing colleagues how independent forensic institutes should be, the importance of abolishing police forensic sectors, like crime scene
investigation units, and how to remedy the failing system of forensic science. Both progress and prospects will
be examined to assess the reform.

2. Achievements and Progress
Based on a narrow sense of independence, China’s forensic reform retains police forensic agencies while developing social sectors, and has achieved some progress on the capacity building of forensic agencies, particularly
those inside police. Over the past years, the Ministry of Public Security has implemented a range of effective
measures to further standardization and modernization of forensic appraisal (China News, 2006), as well as
building the capacity of forensic agencies inside police where investigators do not work well. In such police
agencies, forensic experts often conduct judicial identification to provide with reliable witnesses, and the above
measures help them produce more accurate forensic appraisals in court, even though not all judges subsequently
admit them as forensic evidence. By increasing investment, improved certification and accreditation systems,
and introducing new “key institutions”, the number of forensic experts has expanded to form a nationwide net of
forensic investigation (Legal Info, 2012), for the efficiency of forensic identification and the quality of appraisal
results (Xu Jinghe, 2012).
There has also been significant progress on infrastructure and equipment construction, with huge investments
from the Party committees and governments at all levels. Currently, 4850 forensic sectors have registered in
China, (Legal Info, 2013) including 10 national key judicial authentication ones with top ranking of experts and
resources, (Legal Info, 2014) many core ones funded by and affiliated to the police system and key judicial
identification laboratories researching particular areas. China had set up 258 DNA laboratories with overall advanced functions, equipped with 558 DNA sequencing instruments and 94 automatic workstations (Wang
Chuanzong, 2011). These laboratories can analyze 1.2 million samples every year (Chen Dongsheng, 2012).
Moreover, the government has invested hundreds of billions of RMB in forensic equipments in urban areas, like
those involving the Shanghai building for criminal technology, at the international first-class scale and level.
Another case is in 2009 alone when the central and local authorities transferred to local police, (Chen Dongsheng, 2012) the total payments of 19.8 billion renminbi (RMB) (ca. US$ 2.8 billion, half from the central),
which was emphasized to use only for the technical equipments of forensic agencies inside police.
Furthermore, the Ministry of Public Security has implemented a national accreditation system for forensic laboratories and identification agencies. This system promotes the transformation and improvement of forensic institutions at all levels of governments, according to uniform standards. In the tests of forensic proficiency organized by the Ministry of Justice, the comprehensive results of the accreditation bodies in all provinces are increasing. For example, in 2011, 97% of all projects passed examinations in Zhejiang Province (Chen Dongsheng,
2012). The number of projects where forensic bodies in this province have been deemed to be “satisfactory” is
about 81% among projects under testing, much higher than the percentage points that around 51% of national
projects are deemed “satisfying” (Chen Dongsheng, 2012).
Another progress indicator is the implementation of the regulatory responsibility that judicial administrative
bodies at all levels of governments examine and supervise all forensic bodies, in order to ensure the standardized
development of forensic industry. In practice, China has organized annual inspections and checks of accreditation bodies, deployed special examinations on forensic clinical identification and strictly dealt with any identified problems. Responding to the sharp increase of forensic complaints, the Ministry of Justice’s Approaches to
Handling Complaints in Forensic Practice has been conscientiously implemented to regulate complaints and
strengthen supervision of forensic identification (Zhou Bin, 2010). Hence, the number of forensic complaints
began to decrease from 2011, 70.5% lower than that in 2009, since 1 June 2010 when the forensic complain
system was first introduced (Zhu Chunliang et al., 2011). It suggests that recent progress and achievements enable forensic agencies handle more forensic work and improve the good quality of forensic evidence.

3. Future Developing Trends
To improve forensic science in China, more independent institutes must be established that “could carry out research and do casework free of charge, making the results available to [those on] both sides of a case” (Page,
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2003). The independence of forensic institutes does not necessarily require abolishing all of forensic sectors affiliated to the authorities, but in essence prevent any authorities responsible for investigation, prosecution or trail
from conducting forensic identification as well in the same cases. It indicates the scope of their independence
from authorities and the essence of abolishing forensic sectors affiliated to police. Accordingly, more social institutes should be greatly expanded so as to undertake most forensic work that police agencies currently do and
such police agencies should take other forensic workload in cases investigated by non-police, in order to remedy
the failing system of forensic science.
As demonstrated from above progress and challenges, China has invested a lot of money to improve the current situation and made remarkable achievements, but institutional problems on the function and task of police
forensic sectors seem to be steadily deteriorating. This is at the core of the flawed 2005 reform, mainly on the
basis of traditionally too much reliance placed on biased police investigators in conviction and of random prevention against impartial police agency experts’ testifying by authorities given conflict of interests. Although the
Criminal Procedure Law of the PRC effective 2013 excludes illegally obtained evidence and protects experts’
testifying in court1, there is no much change on the fundamentally unjust system of self-investigation and selfidentification, given a high conviction rate (Boehler, 2013) and no guarantee of cross-examination in practice.
Hence it is necessary for China to launch a new round of forensic reform, intended to open more social forensic
agencies to the public for increasing forensic inconvenience, independence from and supervision over police investigators. This represents a promising break from the traditional practice that most forensic science activities
are often decided or managed through investigative police without suspects’ participation.
These institutes could be developed based on current forensic sectors outside non-police, such as those affiliated to universities, research institutions or hospitals, and qualified research sectors with forensic identification
certificate granted by national judicial administrative bodies. The authorities should encourage rather than limit
private funding for the development of forensic labs in achieving the goals of forensic science reform. Also,
providing forensic sectors with a broader mandate is essential to better prevent the use of tainted forensic evidence and the subsequent wrongful convictions that such evidence can cause. At the very least, each independent sector “needs to be a multidisciplinary group to cover the whole criminal justice system”, given the high
risk of wrongful convictions in capital cases. Additionally, suspects should be able to initiate forensic examination as a matter of right, and these examinations should be administered separately from the investigations instigated by authorities. In essence, all of forensic organizations must develop a new culture whereby they serve
justice, rather than the convenience of the authorities, promoting their experts to undertake independent and impartial forensic work.
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